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Challenging times
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Digital
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39% 
of digital and IT professionals agree that the product team leader 

should be a “mini-CEO”

Question: What attributes of product teams does your IT or digital organization prioritize?

Base: 712 digital and IT professionals whose digital organization’s work is performed in a product structure model

Source: Forrester’s Modern Technology Operations Survey, 2022

“When we deliver change it comes less through a 
portfolio of projects — single events where you 
deliver something and then shut down and move on 
— to having a capability that you are continually 
improving. You govern your investment by regulating 
the capacity, moving away from single projects to 
continuous delivery.”

-Tech exec in a public sector service organization
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A product is (a) defined idea, method, 

information, object, good, or service 

that meets a need or satisfies a want

Products are digital to the extent they 

exploit software and digitized data. 
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• Granted the autonomy to solve problems as they 
see fit, within guardrailsEmpowered

• Funded as long as there is need and valuePersistent

• Accountable for outcomes, not just activities. Outcome-oriented

• Relentlessly focused on personas, journeys, 
value, and usability (including automation).Customer-centric

• Diverse and multi-skilled; able to advocate for 
valuable, usable, feasible, and viable. Heterogeneous

“EPOCH” model
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Think

• Bigger than agile

• Bigger than DevOps

• Bigger than product



New ways 

of working
Waterfall Agile DevOps Product Customer

Traditional

Modern

Future Fit



“J.P. Morgan is adding 25 ‘mini-CEOs’ as part of a massive plan to overhaul its 

50,000-strong tech organization and pivot the bank to operate more like a startup”

— Business Insider, April 15, 2022

Image source: pcruciatti (stock.adobe.com)



What would a 

mini-CEO do?

• Product conception & 

development

• Marketing

• Sales

• Operations

• Service

• Finance

• HR

• IT

• Etc.

“The general managers take ownership of the products …much in the way CEOs do for their own 
startups. They work closely with the underlying teams and know the product inside out.”
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39% 
of digital and IT professionals agree that the product team leader 

should be a “mini-CEO”

Question: What attributes of product teams does your IT or digital organization prioritize?

Base: 712 digital and IT professionals whose digital organization’s work is performed in a product structure model

Source: Forrester’s Modern Technology Operations Survey, 2022

“The problem I have is these groups are 
independently thinking about just their product 
and not thinking about how it fits within our 
overall process. ... Each product has their own 
vision of how they see it working, but they don’t 
have a combined vision of how it all fits 
together.”

-Fed government architect



39% 
of digital and IT professionals agree that the product team leader 

should be a “mini-CEO”

Question: What attributes of product teams does your IT or digital organization prioritize?

Base: 712 digital and IT professionals whose digital organization’s work is performed in a product structure model

Source: Forrester’s Modern Technology Operations Survey, 2022

“If you distribute responsibility you get into a 
best-of-breed scenario where everybody is only 
looking for their piece of work and with that 
comes a lot of redundancies and confusions with 
users such as what is to be done in which 
system.” 

- Tech exec, medical devices
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The EA challenge



Escaping the ivory 

tower
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The Forrester outcome-driven architecture model
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EA Value (impact map example)

Outcomes
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Accountable
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Roles
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Roles
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Practices



Artifacts



Engagement

“We have five distinct service 

offerings for EA in the enterprise 

service portal (ServiceNow).”

— EA chief, $120B enterprise
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Roles
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The 2022 North 

American EA Awards



US Bank



Target 



Blue Cross-Blue Shield 

North Carolina 
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Getting from here 

to there



Thank You.
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